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WRITING AND LITERACY



"We know that all philosophy depends on 

writing because all elaborate, linear, so-called 

"logical" explanation depends on writing.

[...]  the elaborate, intricate, seemingly endless 

but exact cause-effect sequences required by 

what we call philosophy and by extended 

scientific thinking are unknown among oral 

people" Ong 1986 (2001)

"old" literacy studies

LAST WEEK: LITERACY VS. ORALITY 

(WALTER ONG AND OTHERS)



1. Why are the authors as psychologists interested in studies 

on writing and literacy, and 

what do they criticize in the studies by Havelook, Goody, Ong, 

and others?

� Studies of cultural history do not explain individual 

development;

� These studies were speculative, not empirically based;

� Different factors may be involved, not only literacy.

"At a minimum, we would want evidence that the consequences 

claimed for literacy can be found in comparisons of literate and 

non-literate adults living in the same social milieu, whose 

material and social conditions of life do not dif fer in any 

systematic way." (126)

TODAY:SYLVIA SCRIBNER & MICHAEL 

COLE. 1981. UNPACKAGING LITERACY.



2. What kind of text and what kind(s) of writing have been 

taken as the prototype in former studies on writing?

� expository textexpository textexpository textexpository text

� transactional transactional transactional transactional writingwritingwritingwriting : "… the typical language of science 

and of intellectual inquiry… of planning, reporting, planning, reporting, planning, reporting, planning, reporting, 

instructing, informing, advising, persuading, arguing and instructing, informing, advising, persuading, arguing and instructing, informing, advising, persuading, arguing and instructing, informing, advising, persuading, arguing and 

theorizingtheorizingtheorizingtheorizing";

� essayistessayistessayistessayist text

� epistemic epistemic epistemic epistemic writingwritingwritingwriting – writing that carries the function of 

intellectual inquiry; 

� schoolschoolschoolschool----based writingbased writingbased writingbased writing

Can you think of other types of writing?Can you think of other types of writing?Can you think of other types of writing?Can you think of other types of writing?

"PROTOTYPICAL" WRITING AND 

PROTOTYPICAL WRITTEN TEXTS



�"What is missing in this picture is any detailed 

knowledge of the role and functions of writing 

outside of school, the aspirations and values 

which sustain it, and the intellectual skills it 

demands and fosters." (127)



3. WHY DID THE AUTHORS SET OUT TO 

INVESTIGATE THE VAI PEOPLE IN NIGERA? 



VAI SCRIPT





Scribner, Sylvia & Michael Cole. [1981] 1999. The psychology of literacy. 

Cambridge, Mass., London: Harvard University Press, p.87



5. Explain the following sentence in your own words: 

"[…] in […] multiliterate societies, functions of 

literacy tend to be distributed in regularly 

patterned ways across the scripts, bringing 

more clearly into prominence their distinctive 

forms of social organization, and transmission 

and functions." 

Illustrate with examples from the Vai.

METHODS AND RESULTS OF THE STUDY



Scribner, Sylvia & 

Michael Cole. 1999. 

The psychology of 

literacy. Cambridge, 

Mass., London: 

Harvard University 

Press, p.72



4. Which methods were used in the 

investigation?

see

https://oralityandliteracy.wordpress.com/the-

vai-project/

METHODS AND RESULTS OF THE STUDY



Scribner, Sylvia & 

Michael Cole. 1999. 

The psychology of 

literacy. Cambridge, 

Mass., London: 

Harvard University 

Press, p.72



�"In fact, we found no evidenceno evidenceno evidenceno evidence of marked 

differences in performance on logical and on logical and on logical and on logical and 

classificatory tasksclassificatory tasksclassificatory tasksclassificatory tasks between nonschooled

literates and nonliterates." (133)

�"Taken as a group, these three sets of studies 

provide the strongest experimental evidence 

to date that activities involved in reading and 

writing may in fact promote specific specific specific specific language-

processing and cognitive skillsskillsskillsskills." (134)

6. WHAT IS THE MAIN RESULT OF 

SCRIBNER & COLE'S STUDY?



�"The consequencesconsequencesconsequencesconsequences we were able to identify 

are constrained by the type of practicesconstrained by the type of practicesconstrained by the type of practicesconstrained by the type of practices

common in Vai society. We did not find, for 

example, that performance on classification 

tasks and logic problems was affected by 

nonschooled literacy. This outcome suggests 

that speculations that such skills are the speculations that such skills are the speculations that such skills are the speculations that such skills are the 

"inevitable outcome" of learning to use "inevitable outcome" of learning to use "inevitable outcome" of learning to use "inevitable outcome" of learning to use 

alphabetic scripts or write any kind of text are alphabetic scripts or write any kind of text are alphabetic scripts or write any kind of text are alphabetic scripts or write any kind of text are 

overstatedoverstatedoverstatedoverstated." (136)



�"Our evidence leaves open the question of 

whether conceptual or logical skills are 

promoted by experience with expository text; 

in fact if our argument that specific uses specific uses specific uses specific uses 

promote specific skillspromote specific skillspromote specific skillspromote specific skills is valid, we should 

expect to find certain skills related to practice 

in written exposition. The challenging question 

is how to identify these without reintroducting

the confounding influence of schooling." (136)



�"… it is reasonable to suppose that there is at 

least as wide a range of individual aspirations 

and social practices capable of sustaining a 

variety of writing activities in our own society 

as among the Vai. […] 

It seems premature to conclude that only 

schools and teachers are concerned with 

writing and that writing would perish in this era 

of television if not artificially kept alive in 

academic settings." (135)

7. WHAT CONSEQUENCES MAY THE STUDY 

HAVE FOR TEACHING WRITING IN THE USA?


